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Stay Focused

Pick one Card

It is YOUR 

card

Think about 

YOUR card for 

20 seconds

Stay focused 

on YOUR card



Ross is now 

going

To remove 

YOUR 

Card!



YOUR card has been 

removed



Get out of the Box



What is a School 

Library?



What is a School 

Library?

The school library is the school’s physical and 
virtual learning commons where inquiry, thinking, 
imagination, discovery, and creativity are central 
to students’ information-to-knowledge journey, 

and to their personal, social and cultural growth. 

Knowledge Mindset

not Information Mindset

Knowledge and Understanding

Life Skills and Competencies

Citizenship in a Global World



Know the students we serve:  Who are these 
screenagers, and what are they up to, and 
how they are learning?

Do they learn anything at school?:  From 
Facts to Acts – what do you want them to 
know?

Building productive inquiry in and for a wired, 
networked and collaborative world

The Challenges

3 Central Themes
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Millennial Generation

Next Gen

Net Generation

Generation Y

Nexters

Nintendo Generation

Digital Generation

Digital Natives

Echo Boomers

Never just plain 

“School Kids”

Screenagers” term coined by Douglas Rushkoff in his 
book “Playing the Future:  What can we learn from Digital 
Kids  (NY Harper Collins 1996)

12-18 year old:   Preference for communicating and 

community building / networking electronically via 

screens (computers, mobile phones)



55% of all of online American youths aged 12-17 use 
online social networking sites

SN sites = online locations where users can create 
profiles and build a personal network that connects 
them to other users : MySpace and Facebook

Explosive growth and popularity has generated 
concerns among parents, school officials government 
leaders focusing on potential risks posed when 
personal information is made available in such public 
settings

Pew/Internet

Social Networking Websites and 

Teens: January 2007



MySpace:  85% of teens (mostly preferred by 
boys); open to anyone; users can create 
whatever type of profile and network they 
choose

Facebook:  7% of teens; offers privacy settings 
to control access to personal information

Xanga, Yahoo, Piczo, Gaiaonline, Tagged.com

Webkins  (social networking site for younger 
children)

Social Networking 

Websites





Founded in 2003 Gaia as a “hang-out” site provides a fun, social environment that 

inspires individuality and creativity. With everything from art contests and poetry 

forums to fully customizable profiles and digital characters, Gaia is a place where 

teens can create their own space and express their individual style.







Use of Online

Communities

90% of social network site users have online profiles

48% teens visit social networking sites daily, 22% visit 
several times daily

41% of 12-13 year olds report posting a profile to an online 
social network

Older teens, particularly girls, are more likely to use these 
sites (70% older girls compared to 54% older boys)

For girls, social networking sites are places to reinforce pre-
existing friendships

For boys: the networks provide opportunities for making 
new friends



91% of social networking teens say they use sites to 
stay in touch with friends they see frequently

82% use sites to stay in touch with friends they rarely 
see in person

72% use sites to make plans with friends

49% use sites to make new friends

17% of all social networking teens use the sites to flirt  
(29% older boys; 13% older girls)

Use of Online

Communities



National School Boards Association 2006

Online survey of 1,277 9-17 year olds; Online survey of 
1,039 parents; Telephone interviews with 250 school 
district leaders

Average 9 hours a week using social networking 
services and websites:  chatting, text messaging, 
blogging, visiting online communities  (Average 10 
hours a week watching TV)

Beyond basic communications (maintaining networks 
and friendships), many engage in highly creative 
activities

Creating and Connecting: Research 

And Guidelines of Online Social and 

Educational Networking



41% posting messages

32% downloading music

30% downloading videos

29% uploading music

25% uploading personal websites or online profiles

24% posting photos

17% blogging

16% creating and sharing virtual objects

14% creating new characters (see secondlife.com)

10% participating in collaborative projects

9% submitting creative works to the web

9% creating polls, quizzes, surveys

Popular Social 

Networking Activities



Most common topic of conversation on the social 
networking scene is education and school work (59%) 

50% talk about school work

careers / jobs, choice of university, politics, religion or 
morals,, learning outside school work (sharing / 
discussing about personal interests)

21% post comments on community message boards 
daily; 41% do this weekly

They share and dialogue about their projects

What do they

talk about?



Making and sharing podcasts of their own creation –
12% say the upload music or podcasts of their own 
creation at least weekly

9% uploads videos of their own creation at least weekly

22% post photos or artwork of their own creation at 
least weekly

12% update their own personal website or online 
profiles DAILY; 25% do this weekly

30% of students have their own blogs; 17% say they 
add to blogs they’ve created at least once weekly

Highly Creative

Activities



16% use online tools to create and share compositions 
which are more sophisticated than simple stories or 
clipart

include podcasts, simulations, puzzles and games, 
creating polls, quizzes, surveys online; musing 
philosophically in blogs; posting creative art in Flikr; 
writing stuff for Wikipedia  (D.I.Y. creative content)

9% submit articles to sites at least weekly or create 
polls / surveys online

Highly Creative

Activities



Step outside of online safety and behaviour rules:  31% report breaking 
one or more online safety or behaviour rules

have extraordinary set of digital skills, including communication, 
leadership and technological proficiency, but typically report lower 
grades in school

Experimental behavior / engagement/ ideas / creative imagination 
making with peer groups and online spaces

Step outside of school into a D.I.Y. zone: to be intellectually mischivous, 
create content, risky exploration of ideas; do not see schools as places 
of intellectual discontent

Very active on chat-vines; share new “stuff’ very quickly (websites, 
games, simulations, tech products); learn new software and teach 
others; promoters; recruiters (getting others to visit their sites); 
organizers of online events; very active networkers

Ironically, this group more in touch with parents (except in person!)

Online

Nonconformists



See the potential for social networking to play a positive role in 
students’ lives and recognize educational opportunities

Small number of schools use social networking for  professional 
purposes – collaborative projects; wikis for ideas sharing and 
collaborative development of documentation

Stringent rules against nearly all forms of social networking during 
the school day:  block inappropriate sites; limit or block access to 
social networking sites, chat, IM, bulletin boards, blogs

Prohibit or restrict access to digital environments, apart from what 
Hartley calls “walled gardens under strict teacher control”  

Do we only give our kids “good” websites?  How do they learn 
about misinformation and disinformation?

Younger generation has learned very little of its digital literacy from 
schools (Hartley)

And the school’s 

response?



What is the purpose of 

schooling?

To make kids digitally literate?  Information literate?  Critically 
literate?

To help students become thoughtful caring citizens in a 
collaborative and networked society who might be creative enough 
to figure out how to change the status quo rather than maintaining 
it – yes, even by breaking the rules?  

To use the digital environment for developing intellectual agency, 
intellectual inquiry or development of deep knowledge and 
understanding; but to protect them from online predators and 
inappropriate content?

Both students and parents report fewer recent current problems:  
cyberstalking, cuberbullying, unwelcome encounters than schools 
fear and policies seem to imply



These studies suggest 

that kids are …

actively searching for meaning and understanding, not 
necessarily about that which we as educators convey that is 
important

constructing knowledge rather than passively receiving it

directly involved and engaged in the discovery of new 
knowledge  

actively encountering alternative perspectives and 
conflicting ideas 

transferring new knowledge and skills to new circumstances

taking ownership and responsibility for mastery of topics of 
interest and vast range of technical skills



I have to pick another “bird”, “dinosaur”, “planet” 
“animal”, “disease” and do a 1000 word essay?

I can go on to:  schoolsucks.com or phuckschool.com 
or evilhouseofcheat.com and get the essay I want?

I fill out another worksheet, fill in the blanks, do another 
5 para essay, perhaps a diorama

Preparation of the drones? (Hartley)

Why do school work, 

especially when …?





What is a School 

Library?

The school library is the school’s 

physical and virtual learning commons 

where inquiry, thinking, imagination, 

discovery, and creativity are central to 

students’ information-to-knowledge 

journey, and to their personal, social 

and cultural growth. 



Kids investigate and analyse their lives and the world in-
depth with authentic resources and tasks

Meaningful Inquiry:  learn to ask questions, seek knowledge, 
understand multiple perspectives, and wonder about the 
world, draw conclusions, state viewpoints, argue positions, 
to create solutions and solve problems, and to use the IT 
tools and resources to create, share and use knowledge

Moving beyond reading as a laborious “school thing”  Kids 
are running home to open MySpace and other spaces and 
read and react and provoke and argue:  intellectual 
scaffolds that awaken the creative spirit, to inspire and to 
wonder, to connect with diverse social consciousnesses 

Rethinking Pedagogy



Inquiry Learning

An inquiry approach to learning is one where students actively 
engage with diverse and often conflicting sources of information and 

ideas to discover new ones, to build new understandings, and to 
develop personal viewpoints and perspectives.

KNOWLEDGE OUTCOME (Declarative / Procedural)

--------------------------------------------------------------

It is underpinned by stimulating encounters with information –
encounters which capture their interest and attention, and which 

motivate and direct their ongoing inquiry.  Students are guided, not 
abandoned in this process at critical points of intervention

INFORMATION FOUDATION

TECHNOLOGY AS THE BUILDING BLOCKS

CAREFULLY CRAFT THE INSTRUCTIONAL INTERVENTIONS ON 
THEIR INFORMATION – TO – KNOWLEDGE JOURNEY



A TIME OF BOLD 

ACTION 

"Standing still is the 

fastest way of moving 

backwards in a rapidly 

changing world. 

Imagination is the 

highest kite one can 

fly"



Great 

Minds at 

work?

Building

Effective Inquiry

Learning habits



New Jersey Research

Schools Context and Sample

10 New Jersey public schools 

Experienced and expert school librarians

Diverse public schools 

10 school librarians working on curriculum projects 
with 17 classroom teachers

574 students in Grades 6 – 12; range of disciplines

Did they learn anything?  Did they come to develop new 
knowledge of their topics, and what did this new 
knowledge look like?



Substance of

Knowledge
Statement type Definition Example

Property statements describing 

characteristics

The color of Valentine’s day is red

Manner statements describing processes, 

styles, actions

People drive aggressively in USA

Reason statements of explanations of how 

and why

The wall was constructed to block 

invaders

Outcome statements providing end result (People eat too much) As a result, 

people got very sick    

Causality statements showing some event 

causally leads to another

Too much alcohol can lead to liver 

failure

Set Membership statements about class inclusion Michelangelo created works such 

as statue of David, Cistine Chapel 

and the famous Pieta

Implication statements showing predictive 

relations, inference, implied 

meaning

He was suspected of poisoning 

him

Value Judgment statements presenting personal 

position or viewpoint

That’s not right



Changes in

Knowledge

Two distinctive approaches to knowledge 

construction:  

-- Additive : Transportive

-- Integrative : Transformative



Additive Approach to 

Knowledge Construction

Knowledge development characterized by 
progressive addition of property and manner facts

Stockpile of facts, even though facts were sorted, 
organized and grouped to some extent into thematic 
units by end of task.

Remained on a descriptive level throughout

Limited intellectual engagement with the ideas

Surface knowledge



Integrative Approach to 

Knowledge Construction

Initial:  superficial sets of properties

Moved beyond gathering facts:

- building explanations

- address discrepancies

- organizing facts in more coherent ways

Interpret found information to establish personal conclusions and 
reflect on these. 

Some students subsumed sets of facts into fewer but more 
abstract statements at the end

Students saw that collecting facts was the beginning of 
meaningful inquiry, not the end point

Facts were the basis for personal choice



Factors contributing to 

differences across Schools

No significant variations across the age, grade, and 
gender groups

Nature of task:  imposed task or negotiated task; 
collection of facts or transformation of facts

Engagement and ownership

Nature of Interventions:  Development of skills to 
construct knowledge rather than finding 
information



Authentic research

Many meaningless forms of library-Internet research 
assignments / projects / reports; 

Focus on product construction rather than knowledge 
construction

Low-level learning activities focusing on 
“transportation” of text (stockpiling of facts) rather than 
“transformation” of text;

Use of “Good” websites where conflicting information 
is absent; limited intellectual conflict or debate

Limited use of meaningful questions and the methods 
of inquiry specific to a discipline, to create exemplary 
intellectual challenges

Limited use of collaborative tools:  blogs, wikis, limited 
creative outputs



 Connect with students’ existing knowledge and interests to establish 
relevance

 Engaging in and solving real world problems

 Strategies which build engagement; develop curiosity and motivation for 
their topics

 Give opportunities to build background knowledge:  Lots of descriptive 
facts does not equal deep knowledge

 Strategies which deal with the affective dimensions:  doubt, uncertainty

 Formulating relevant focus questions and engaging with complex 
information sources pertinent to focus questions

 Negotiating and formulating  personal knowledge outcomes

 Negotiating representations of knowledge that reflect the way the real 
world does it

Effective Inquiry

The research tells us…



Effective Inquiry

The research tells us…

 Applying critical thinking skills to identify, interrogate and construct 
ideas so that personal understandings emerge

 Engage students in dealing with conflicting information

 Use of a variety of analytical methods to sort, organize and structure 
ideas cause/effect;  pro/con; error analysis; compare/contrast;

 Building and verifying new knowledge through arguments, evidence, 
reflection; Teach students to build arguments and evidences, 
counter arguments and counter evidences

 Structuring and organizing and representing new knowledge in 
meaningful and appropriate ways

 Generating meaningful conclusions, imaginative solutions, action 
plans, predictions and actions

 Establishing evidence-based points of view and perspectives



Multiple

Intelligences

"An intelligence is the ability to solve 
problems, or to create products, that are 
valued within one or more cultural 
settings” (Gardner, 1983/2003, p. x)

intelligent behavior does not arise from a 
single unitary quality of the mind 

enhancing learning, thinking, and 
creativity in the arts, as well as humanistic 
and scientific disciplines, at the individual 
and institutional levels 

Howard 

Gardner. 

Frames of 

Mind: The 

Theory of 

Multiple 

Intelligences. 

New York: 

Basic,1983



Multiple

Intelligences

Linguistic intelligence ("word smart")

Logical-mathematical intelligence

("number/reasoning smart")

Spatial intelligence ("picture smart")

Bodily-Kinesthetic intelligence ("body smart")

Musical intelligence ("music smart")

Interpersonal intelligence ("people smart")

Intrapersonal intelligence ("self smart")

Naturalist intelligence ("nature smart")



Project

Zero



Create Meaningful

Tasks

Advice-to-Action:  Gather, sort, analyze expert advice 
(sources and people) / witnesses   (detailed, specific 
authoritative sources); Test ideas with others  (reflect, react 
– feedback); Decide on course of action  (propose solution)

Take A Position: Background reading of topic to identify 
issues; Investigate possible positions through focused 
sources; analyze feasible positions:  pros, cons, evidence; 
form an opinion, build evidence; Take a position; Prepare an 
argument; Present the position; So what?  Understand 
impact of position



Create Meaningful

Tasks

Unravel a Mystery: Build a case for solving a history / 
mystery problem; Build background knowledge to determine 
specific focus of evidence needed; Study pertinent primary / 
secondary evidence to gather best evidence; Gather 
evidence in the field; Compare evidence; deal with 
conflicting information; Check evidence:  accuracy and bias 
of sources; Construct arguments and counter arguments

Reinventing a Better Way: Brainstorm, decide, select a 
system for study:  system analysis; Build background 
knowledge; Investigate / research into current methods; 
Compare / contrast current methods, establish strengths 
and weaknesses; Reinvent; Evaluate:  test, try, reflect, 
market



Who are 

the early 

Jazz greats

What is Jazz?

How is Jazz 

different to 

my favourite 

music

When did jazz begin

Jazz 

jargon

How is Jazz similar to 

my favourite music

Why is Jazz 

an important 

music form

What are important 

characteristics of 

Jazz 

Main Jazz 

instruments

Jazz music / 

musicians I recognize

/video clips /podcasts 

I like

My feelings 

about Jazz

What next? Questions 

I want to explore, and 

why



Read

View

Listen

Connect







I didn’t know that! Questions I have???

I agree / disagree I wonder ….

Developing Background 

Knowledge, Interest, Motivation



Topics of 

interest to me

Intriguing factors Positives Negatives Rank

1- 5

1.

2.

3.   

4.

5.

Rank your topics on a scale of 1 – 5 (1 = of little 

interest; 5 = very interesting)

Circle your two most interesting topics

Explain your choice in your 

conference with your class teacher / 

librarian



Dealing With Conflicting 

Information to Develop Knowledge

Central 

Questions

Source 1 eg 

encycl

Source 2  

eg  Poor 

quality web 

site

Source 3  eg

High quality 

web site

Source 4  eg

Newspaper

Source 5

High quality 

print source

What I can 

say? 

Evidence for 

my 

statement?

who

what

when

where

why

how

result



Transformation of Text:

Help Organizations

The Information Base

AMNESTY 

INTERNATIONAL

Creating the Text Transforming the text

History of Organization

Vision and Goals of 

Organization

Significant Achievements

Barriers



The Information Base

AMNESTY 

INTERNATIONAL

Creating the Text: Transforming the text

History of Organization

Vision and Goals of 

Organization
“research and action focused on preventing 

and ending grave abuses of the rights to 

physical and mental integrity, freedom of 

conscience and expression, and freedom from 

discrimination, within the context of its work 

to promote all  human rights”

http://web.amnesty.org/pages/aboutai-index-

eng

Synthesizing sets of 

ideas into your own 

words

Creating a bullet point 

summary

Significant Achievements

Barriers

Transformation of Text:

Help Organizations







A TIME OF BOLD ACTION 
Edna St Vincent Millay   1892-1950

“Upon this gifted age, in its dark hour

Rains from the sky a meteoric shower

Of facts, they lie unquestioned, 

uncombined.

Wisdom enough to leech us of our ill

Is daily spun, but there exists no loom

To weave it into fabric.”


